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Don't expect Rockies to go to the bullpen early 
Club has rotation depth needed to replicate 2018 success 
Thomas Harding | MLB.com | Nov. 10, 2018 
 
DENVER -- If baseball is headed the way of "bullpenning" and "initial out-getters," the Rockies are headed the opposite 

way. 

 

Ideas such as being leery of starting pitchers being allowed to work through an order the third time have grown in recent 

years with the emphasis on statistical trends. But in 2018, much of MLB figured why stop there? 

 

The Rays often successfully used closer-type Sergio Romo as a first-inning "opener" to cover for a lack of rotation depth. 

The Brewers won the National League Central with early calls to the bullpen all season, and did the "initial out-getter" -- a 

starter to face one batter -- in the regular season and postseason. 

 

However, the Rockies led the National League with 932 starter innings pitched -- 11 1/3 innings more than the D-backs. 

Only the Indians and Astros, two postseason qualifiers from the American League (where the pitcher's spot in the batting 

order doesn't come into play except in NL parks), leaned on their starters more. 

 

Just 13 pitchers in the Majors reached 200 innings pitched -- not long ago considered a mark every staff in the Majors 

expected at least one starter to reach. One was the Rockies' Kyle Freeland at 202 1/3. Behind Freeland, German 

Marquez threw 196 innings, ninth in the NL. Lefty Tyler Anderson finished 17th at 176 and Jon Gray, despite being sent to 

the Minors briefly in June and being skipped late, managed 172 1/3. 
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Next season, Freeland (17-7, 2.85 ERA) and Marquez (14-11, 3.77) will be third-year pitchers, and Anderson (7-9, 4.55) 

and Gray (12-9, 5.12) will be in their official fourth seasons.  

 

The Rockies won't be old-school like the 1970 Orioles of Jim Palmer (305 innings pitched), Mike Cuellar (297 2/3) and 

Dave McNally (296). But can they turn the clock back to 2016, when the Giants had Madison Bumgarner, Johnny Cueto 

and Jeff Samardzija eclipse 200 innings, and the Nationals pushed Max Scherzer and Tanner Roark over the magic 

figure? 

 

Rockies general manager Jeff Bridich believes this year's pitching-strategy innovations were more by necessity than 

overarching statement. 

 

"Some of that in a playoff situation is just pure, one, survival and, two, when you know it's borderline 'win or go home,' 

there are manager and coaching staffs that are going to make those decisions in those specific situations," Bridich said. 

"It's tougher to do those things over the course of 162 games and six months." 

 

Coors Field's hitter-friendliness has vexed the Rockies since it opened in 1995. Extreme reaction occurred during part of 

2012. Manager Jim Tracy executed a front-office and stats-driven format of a four-man rotation with the starter limited to 

75 pitches and a scheduled "piggyback" reliever. Rather than grand strategy, it was a scheme to cover the lack of rotation 

depth. 

 

Bud Black, the first former pitcher to manage the club, took over before 2017 with a young rotation. Starters logged just 

887 innings. Black gave many of them breaks by having them pitch in relief for periods, or even sending them to the 

Minors. 

 

But at the start of Spring Training '18, Black said he learned Coors Field required more from starters, not less. 

 

"Let's say we come back from a seven-game road trip and we've got seven games in a row in Denver," Black said. "The 

first game so-and-so is pitching, we sort of need this guy to go. If we have to use five guys the first night, heads-up the 

next six games." 
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But the 2019 Rockies could still use starter-types as relievers if they have a similar situation to the Brewers, who were 

breaking in Brandon Woodruff and Freddy Peralta -- like the Rockies introduced their young starters in '17. 

 

Righty Antonio Senzatela eased in as a bullpen arm before starting his final 13 outings. Righty Jeff Hoffman has been an 

on-and-off starter the last two seasons, and the club's No. 3 MLB Pipeline prospect Peter Lambert and No. 20 prospect 

Jesus Tinoco are Minor League starters who are on the big league radar and could break in as starters and relievers. 

 

But no new-school strategy will change the Rockies' priority of protecting rotation depth. 

 

"The strength of our rotation was a huge, important element of our team," Bridich said. "So it's not like we are willy-nilly 

willing to take starters and throw them into the 'pen. 

 

"We've been very fortunate over the last couple years with health in our rotation. That doesn't mean it's going to be the 

same all the time moving forward, and we have to have starter depth." 
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6 NL first-timers among Silver Slugger honorees 
Anthony Castrovince | MLB.com | Nov. 8th, 2018 
 

The list of 2018 American League and National League Silver Slugger Award winners announced on Thursday night on 

MLB Network includes quite a few past recipients of the offense-based honor. Most notably, Mike Trout won for the sixth 

time, Jose Altuve for the fifth, and Paul Goldschmidt and Nolan Arenado for the fourth apiece. 

 

But the list also includes the first two-time winner … within the same season. J.D. Martinez's selection as both a 

designated hitter and an outfielder makes him the first player in the 39-year history of the award, which is presented 

annually by Louisville Slugger, to win two Silver Sluggers in the same year. 

 

MLB managers and coaches fill in their blank Silver Slugger ballots at the conclusion of the regular season and are not 

allowed to vote for players on their own team. It's not unusual for players to receive votes at multiple positions, though that 

usually works to the detriment of a player's chances of winning. Martinez's exceptional year, in which he spent 62 percent 

of his time at DH and the other 38 in the corner outfield for the World Series champion Red Sox, created an exception all 

its own. 

 

Here is the full list of winners for 2018: 

 

CATCHER 

AL winner: Salvador Perez, Royals (second Silver Slugger Award) 

 

Perez, who also won a Silver Slugger in 2016, was the only AL catcher to notch enough plate appearances to qualify for 

the batting title, and he repeated the career highs he set in 2017 with 27 homers and 80 RBIs. The Indians' Yan Gomes 

led AL catchers in OPS (.762) but in 107 fewer at-bats than Perez (.713 OPS). 

 

NL winner: J.T. Realmuto, Marlins (first) 

 

A much-discussed trade candidate of late, Realmuto led all qualifying catchers with his career-best .825 OPS while hitting 

21 homers, 30 doubles and three triples. 
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FIRST BASE 

AL winner: Jose Abreu, White Sox (second) 

 

In a down year for productivity for AL first basemen, Abreu recaptured the award he last won in his rookie season of 2014. 

He had a .265/.325/.473 slash with 22 homers, 36 doubles and 78 RBIs. 

 

NL winner: Paul Goldschmidt, D-backs (fourth) 

 

A four-time Silver Slugger, Goldschmidt took an un-Goldschmidt-like .198 batting average into play on May 23 but wound 

up with a very-Goldschmidt-like .290/.389/.533 slash with 33 homers, 35 doubles and five triples by season's end. His 

.922 OPS was 25 points higher than any other qualifying first baseman in the Majors. 

 

SECOND BASE 

AL winner: Jose Altuve, Astros (fifth) 

 

Beset by injury, Altuve endured a significant step down from his 2017 MVP numbers but will take home hardware anyway. 

He led all full-time AL second basemen in batting average (.316) and OPS (.837). 

 

NL winner: Javier Baez, Cubs (first) 

 

Baez had the potential to invite the same positional vote split as Martinez because he made 75 starts at second and 52 at 

short (with another 18 at third). Wherever he played, he was one of the most productive players in the league, with an RBI 

total (111) that trailed only that of Martinez and the A's Khris Davis. Additionally, his .290 average, .326 on-base 

percentage, .554 slugging percentage, 34 homers, 40 doubles, nine triples and 21 steals were all career bests. 

 

SHORTSTOP 

AL winner: Francisco Lindor, Indians (second) 
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Lindor continued to assert himself in a field of electric AL shortstops with his second Silver Slugger Award in as many 

seasons. He tied for the Major League lead in runs (129) and became the first shortstop in MLB history with at least 35 

homers (he hit 38), 40 doubles (he hit 42) and 20 stolen bases (he swiped 25) in a single season. 

 

NL winner: Trevor Story, Rockies (first) 

 

Story made shortstop history of his own. With 37 homers, 42 doubles and 27 steals (all career bests), he became the first 

shortstop with a 40-double, 30-homer, 25-steal season. He drove in 108 runs, and his .914 OPS was the best of any 

qualified shortstop in the bigs. 

 

THIRD BASE 

AL winner: Jose Ramirez, Indians (second) 

 

Ramirez leads all MLB players in extra-base hits over the last two seasons (172) and, appropriately, has been named a 

Silver Slugger winner both years. He finished fourth among all AL players in slugging (.552), OPS (.939), RBIs (105), runs 

(110), total bases (319) and homers (39). He and Lindor are the first Indians teammates to win back-to-back Silver 

Sluggers since Roberto Alomar and Manny Ramirez in 1999-2000. 

 

NL winner: Nolan Arenado, Rockies (fourth) 

 

If Arenado were only busy collecting his six straight Gold Gloves, he'd be an impactful player. But he's mixed in four 

straight Silver Slugger seasons, too. For the third time in the last four years, he led the NL in homers (38), and his .935 

OPS and 111 RBIs were the best among NL third basemen. 

 

OUTFIELD 

AL winners: Mookie Betts, Red Sox (second); Mike Trout, Angels (sixth); J.D. Martinez, Red Sox (second, third) 

 

Aaron Judge's second-half wrist injury opened the door for Martinez, who had 219 at-bats as an outfielder vs. 350 as a 

DH, to command a higher vote tally here. Martinez previously won a Silver Slugger with the Tigers in 2015 (as an 
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outfielder). His overall numbers were what earned him his votes in 2018, but it's worth noting that his numbers as an 

outfielder (.384/.450/.680 slash) were actually even better than his numbers as a DH (.297/.373/.597). 

 

 

Martinez is not the first player to receive votes at multiple positions in the same season. In fact, it happened a few times 

this year. Ramirez got votes at second base and third base in AL, while Baez got votes at second base at shortstop in the 

NL. They ended up winning at third and second, respectively. Meanwhile, Oakland's Davis got votes in the outfield and at 

DH in the AL but didn't win at either spot. 

 

Betts and Trout, meanwhile, were no-brainers. 

 

Trout, who has now collected a Silver Slugger in six of the seven seasons in which he's qualified for the batting title, led all 

qualified hitters in the Majors in OPS (1.088), and Betts was second (1.078). Trout's OPS and OPS+ (199) were both the 

best of his Cooperstown-worthy career. 

 

Betts' .346 average was the best in the Majors by 16 points, and he tied Lindor for the Major League lead in runs (129). 

Betts, who also won a Silver Slugger in 2016, joined Ramirez in becoming baseball's first 30-homer, 30-steal players 

since 2012. 

 

NL winners: Christian Yelich, Brewers (second); David Peralta, D-backs (first); Nick Markakis, Braves (first) 

 

Yelich already won the NL Hank Aaron Award and now adds his second Silver Slugger. Yelich led the NL in average 

(.326), slugging (.598), OPS (1.000) and total bases (343), hit for the cycle against the Reds twice (becoming the first to 

do so against the same team), and finished two homers and one RBI shy of the first NL Triple Crown in 81 years. 

 

So he was an easy selection, whereas Peralta and Markakis (both first-time winners) had a lot of competition for this 

honor. 

 

Peralta hit a career-high 30 homers, and his .868 OPS ranked fourth among NL qualifiers in the outfield. 
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Markakis had a power surge in his age-34 season, with his highest slugging (.440) and homer total (14) since 2012 and 

his highest doubles total (43) since 2010. 

 

DESIGNATED HITTER 

AL winner: J.D. Martinez, Red Sox (second, third) 

 

As noted, Martinez saw the bulk of his playing time here (93 of his 150 games). Overall, he led the Majors in RBIs (130) 

and total bases (358) while finishing second in homers (43). His .330 average was nearly 40 points higher than his career 

norm, and his .402 OBP was nearly 50 points higher. 

 

PITCHER 

NL winner: German Marquez, Rockies (first) 

 

Pitchers are obviously graded on a steep curve here. In a year in which pitchers, as a whole, posted an ugly slash line, 

Marquez hit .300/.300/.350 in 65 plate appearances (his .650 OPS was the highest of any pitcher with at least 35 plate 

appearances). His homer off a position player (Daniel Descalso) -- a true role reversal if ever there was one -- likely stuck 

in the minds of voters. 
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Winners of Wilson defensive honors unveiled 
Wilson Defensive POY winners 
Chad Thornburg | MLB.com | Nov. 7th, 2018 
 

Major League Baseball's best defenders were honored on Wednesday with the unveiling of this year's Wilson Defensive 

Player of the Year Award winners during a telecast on MLB Network. 

 

Athletics third baseman Matt Chapman was named the Wilson Defensive Player of the Year, and the D-backs earned 

Defensive Team of the Year status for the second time in four years. 

 

The Angels' Andrelton Simmons led the pack with his fifth award, the most at any position since the award was 

established in 2012, and Colorado's DJ LeMahieu and Kansas City's Alex Gordon each won for a third time. The list also 

included three first-time winners: Mariners catcher Mike Zunino, Braves first baseman Freddie Freeman and Chapman. 

 

The awards, given to the top defensive player at each position across both the National League and the American 

League, are determined using a formula that accounts for traditional defensive stats and advanced metrics as well as data 

from the scouting service Inside Edge. 

 

Below is a look at the winner at each position: 

 

Pitcher: Zack Greinke, D-backs (second Wilson Defensive Player of the Year Award) 

Greinke has been among the game's most reliable pitchers for more than a decade, and he's consistently one of the best 

at fielding his position, with five consecutive Gold Glove Awards and two Defensive Player of the Year honors. Greinke 

leads all pitchers in Defensive Runs Saved since 2014, per Fangraphs, with 32, 10 more than second-place Julio 

Teheran. 

 

Catcher: Mike Zunino, Mariners (first) 

Zunino lost out to Salvador Perez for the AL Gold Glove Award, but his defensive prowess didn't go unrewarded, as he 

earned the Defensive Player of the Year distinction at catcher. The 27-year-old backstop slugged 20 home runs this 

season and added even more value for the Mariners with his glove and presence behind the plate. 
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First base: Freddie Freeman, Braves (first) 

In his ninth year in the big leagues, Freeman had arguably his best defensive season, earning his first Defensive Player of 

the Year honor as well as his first Gold Glove Award. Freeman ranked second in the NL with 12 Defensive Runs Saved at 

first base. 

 

Second base: DJ LeMahieu, Rockies (third) 

Despite missing time with three trips to the disabled list, LeMahieu had a career-best 18 Defensive Runs Saved this 

season and earned his third defensive honor. LeMahieu, now a free agent, also led all NL players in SABR's Defensive 

Index at 19.5. 

 

Third base: Matt Chapman, A's (first) 

After a strong rookie campaign, Chapman earned a reputation as one of the game's top defenders in 2018. He not only 

won his first award at third base, but also was recognized as the overall winner across all positions. Chapman ranked first 

in the Majors with 29 Defensive Runs Saved and routinely provided highlight reel plays in the A's infield. His Ultimate 

Zone Rating (10.9), total chances (484) and assists (331) led all MLB third basemen. 

 

Shortstop: Andrelton Simmons, Angels (fifth) 

No player has won more Defensive Player of the Year Awards than Simmons, who continued his defensive excellence in 

his third year in Anaheim and picked up his fifth award in six seasons. Simmons had 21 Defensive Runs Saved, seven 

more than the second-place shortstop, Francisco Lindor. 

 

Left field: Alex Gordon, Royals (third) 

Gordon took home his sixth Gold Glove Award and third Defensive Player of the Year honor this season after leading all 

left fielders with 18 Defensive Runs Saved. He had nine outfield assists, his most since 2013 (17), and his 91 career 

assists is tied with Colorado's Gerardo Parra for the most in baseball since '10. 

 

Center field: Kevin Kiermaier, Rays (second) 

Kiermaier routinely delivers highlights while patrolling the Rays' outfield, and now he's got some additional hardware to 

show for it with his second Defensive Player of the Year Award. Kiermaier tied for first in the Majors with a 93 percent 

catch percentage, three percent above his expected catch rate, per Statcast™. 
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Right field: Mookie Betts, Red Sox (second) 

An AL Most Valuable Player finalist, Betts had a stellar 2018 campaign both at the plate and in right field. He had 20 

Defensive Runs Saved and produced 11 Outs Above Average. 
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Why Rox may be long shots to land Realmuto 
Marlins All-Star catcher drawing interest from several clubs 
Thomas Harding | MLB.com | Nov. 7th, 2018 
 

DENVER -- The Rockies have been mentioned as a possible trade suitor for Marlins catcher J.T. Realmuto, but early 

indications are there will not be a major push to land him. 

 

Realmuto, a 2018 All-Star, is under club control for the next two seasons and will be 28 -- smack in the prime of his career 

-- when the 2019 season begins. He has been on the trade block since agent Jeff Berry said Realmuto won't be signed to 

a long-term deal, and he "definitely" will be traded. There has been no indication the Rockies made an offer. 

 

However, a Major League source on Wednesday said while the Rockies are among the teams to "touch base" with the 

Marlins, as tweeted by former MLB general manager Jim Bowden, it appears other teams are stronger candidates to 

make a bigger offer. 

 

Bowden's article in The Athletic suggested the Rockies were a logical destination -- and proposed the club part with 

pitching prospect Peter Lambert, ranked as Colorado's No. 3 prospect by MLB Pipeline, and No. 4 prospect Garrett 

Hampson, an infielder who made his big league debut in 2018. 

 

Marlins president of baseball operations Michael Hill told MLB.com on Tuesday that his team is listening to trade offers, 

but the club is still open to signing Realmuto to a long-term deal. 

 

The Rockies currently have Chris Iannetta, headed into the final year of a two-year, $8.5 million contract, and Tony 

Wolters, who has been with the club the last three seasons, with longtime prospect Tom Murphy also trying to crack the 

Majors. 

 

In 2018, Colorado's catchers finished 12th in the National League in OPS at .657, but manager Bud Black believes 

catching is a defense-first position and he praised their work with a pitching staff that fueled a run to the postseason. 
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The Rockies are always looking to upgrade catching, however. In 2017, they landed perennial All-Star Jonathan Lucroy, 

who helped push the team to the postseason. They signed Iannetta when they could not reach an agreement with Lucroy 

during the offseason. In '18, they acquired Drew Butera (now a free agent) in late August to add experience and defense. 

 

Last week, when asked about the position and whether the Rockies were interested in Realmuto, GM Jeff Bridich spoke 

mostly about what the club has in-house. 

 

"They were at times really good for us defensively and streaky offensively -- at times they struggled as a group," Bridich 

said. "We like different elements of what each guy brings. When you put together two or three catchers at a time on your 

25-man roster, you're looking for what they can do as a group, a combination -- maybe even more so than any other 

position on the field. 

 

"The defensive elements of what they bring are really important, and that's not lost on us. They just fit into everything else. 

We have an open mind to everything, but it's not like we're looking to move guys. But now is the time in the industry to 

listen and be open-minded, so we'll see what happens." 
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Rockies German Marquez, Nolan Arenado and Trevor Story win Silver Slugger Awards 
Arenado’s four Silver Slugger Awards, tied with Todd Helton for most in franchise history 
Patrick Saunders | DenverPost.com | Nov. 8, 2018 
 

Rockies third baseman Nolan Arenado smashed 38 home runs to lead the National League. Shortstop Trevor Story hit 37, 

including a memorable 505-foot, three-home run game on Sept. 5 vs. San Francisco that ranks as the longest in Coors 

Field History. 

 

Were they Louisville Silver Slugger winners when the awards were announced Thursday? Check, and check. 

 

But move over guys, and make room for German Marquez, who became the first Rockies pitcher since Mike Hampton in 

2002 to win a Silver Slugger. Marquez, 23, hit .300 (18-for-60) to lead all National League starting pitchers and also led 

pitchers with a .350 slugging percentage. 

 

Marquez’s biggest game at the plate came in Colorado’s 19-2 rout of Arizona on July 11 at Coors Field when he knocked 

in two runs and notched his first big-league homer. It came off of Diamondbacks second baseman Daniel Descalso, who 

was called into emergency pitching duty, but it still counts. What’s more, Marquez’s blast traveled 447 feet. 

 

This is the second season in franchise history that three Rockies players have been awarded the Silver Slugger Award 

(Ellis Burks, Andres Galarraga and Eric Young each won a Silver Slugger in 1996). 

 

Marquez loves hitting and he swings for all he’s worth. He mashed the ball when playing youth baseball in San Felix, 

Venezuela. 

 

“I was a good hitter, and to me that was the best part of enjoying baseball growing up,” Marquez said this season. “I 

played third base and I really spent a lot of time on my love (of hitting).” 

 

Marquez’s teammates took notice of his prowess at the plate. 

 

 “If you watch batting practice, he launches balls out of the ballpark,” Arenado said. “So he’s got ridiculous power, and 

he’s got a really good swing.” 
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Arenado now has four Silver Slugger Awards, tied with Todd Helton for the most in franchise history. He joins Mike 

Schmidt and Wade Boggs as the only third basemen to win the award in at least four consecutive seasons. 

 

Story, who won his first Silver Slugger, became the first shortstop in big-league history to record at least 40 doubles, 30 

home runs and 25 stolen bases in a single season. 

 

The Silver Slugger is awarded to the top players at each position in each league as selected by a vote of coaches and 

managers. 
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Arenado, Chapman win Platinum Gloves 
Third basemen were high school teammates 
Do-Hyoung Park | MLB.com | Nov. 9th, 2018 
 

Nolan Arenado of the Rockies and Matt Chapman of the A's have quickly developed reputations as the best defensive 

third basemen in the game, and on Friday, they were honored as Major League Baseball's premier defenders as the 

recipients of the 2018 Rawlings Platinum Glove Awards. 

 

Established in 2011, the Platinum Glove Awards are given to the best defender in each league, as selected via a fan vote 

from among the Gold Glove Award winners at each position. Arenado earned his second consecutive Platinum Glove 

Award, while Chapman is a first-time winner, joining Adrian Beltre ('11, '12) and Manny Machado ('13) as American 

League third basemen to receive the honor. 

 

The connection between Arenado and Chapman runs deeper than just the position they play. The two were high school 

teammates at El Toro High School in Lake Forest, Calif., with Chapman the backup to Arenado, two years his elder. That 

makes them the first pair of former high school teammates to win Platinum Glove Awards in the same year. It's also the 

first time that two players at the same position have won in the same year. 

 

Chapman's 29 defensive runs saved in 2018, according to FanGraphs, were the best among all defenders and led all third 

basemen by a wide margin, with the Braves' Johan Camargo and the Giants' Evan Longoria tying for a distant second 

with seven. Arenado clocked in at five defensive runs saved after leading all MLB third basemen in the stat for the past 

three years. 
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A trio of Rockies win Silver Slugger Awards 
Brandon Ewing | MileHighSports.com | November 8, 2018 
 

Colorado Rockies third baseman Nolan Arenado (28) is greeted by shortstop Trevor Story (27) after hitting a solo home 

run in the eleventh inning against the Milwaukee Brewers at Miller Park. 

The Colorado Rockies took home three Silver Slugger awards Thursday night as Nolan Arenado, Trevor Story and 

German Marquez all won their respective positions in the National League. 

 

Marquez becomes the first Rockies pitcher to win the award since 2001 when Mike Hampton won after a season where 

he hit seven home runs, 16 RBIs and enjoyed an average of .291. Marquez’s stats aren’t as extreme, but he still had an 

incredible season at the plate with one home run, five RBIs and an average of .300. 

 

Colorado Rockies 

@Rockies 

 Now the rest of the baseball world knows.  

 

Márquez can sling it AND swing it! 

 

Arenado’s victory gives him his fourth straight Silver Slugger, while this was Story’s first. This was the fourth year in a row 

that at least two Rockies have won the award as Arenado and center fielder Charlie Blackmon won the past two seasons, 

with Carlos Gonzalez joining Colorado’s third baseman in 2015. 

 

Both Story and Arenado were instrumental in the Rockies success this season. Arenado led the National League in homs 

runs with 38, while Story was not far behind with 37 big flies. Arenado and Story hit for 110 and 108 RBIs respectively, 

while both posted a batting average over .290. Story might have posted the most eye popping stat though leading the 

entire MLB in extra base hits. 

 

MLB Network 

@MLBNetwork 

 Leader in extra-base hits = a #SilverSlugger for @Tstory2. 
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The silver slugger is certainly a good consolation for Story, who was not selected as a finalist for the gold glove award or 

the National League MVP. Arenado on the other hand will have a chance to bring home the MVP if he can beat out 

Christian Yelich and Javier Baez. 
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Hilliard Making His Big League Pitch from Right Field 
Tracy Ringolsby | InsideTheSeams.com | Nov. 10, 2018 
 

Sam Hilliard initially was considered a pitching prospect in college – like Charlie Blackmon. 

 

Hilliard eventually made his mark at Wichita State as an outfielder – like Blackmon at Georgia Tech. 

 

And both of them wound up being drafted by the Rockies. 

 

Now, if Hilliard can continue to follow the path of Blackmon, who turned into an All-Star caliber center field on a Rockies 

team that has advanced to the post-season in back-to-back seasons for the first time in franchise history. 

 

“I had a long conversation with him, in spring training, in the dugout one day,” said Hilliard, an invite to the Rockies big-

league camp last spring. “He told me all about his background, his journey through the big leagues, and it was interesting. 

We’re pretty similar.” 

 

There is even a bit of an unusual twist to how they both wound up Rockies draft choices. Blackmon was the Rockies' 

second round in 2008, following his senior year at Georgia Tech. Hilliard, meanwhile, was selected in the 15th round in 

2015, after his junior year at Wichita State. 

 

Rockies special assistant Danny Montgomery was at Georgia Tech to check out a highly regarded pitching prospect back 

in 2010 when Tech coach Danny Hall told him to check out Blackmon, a left-handed situational reliever the previous 

season who converted to the outfield in summer ball. 

 

Hilliard? His was more blind luck than Blackmon. Having transferred to Wichita State for his junior year, Hilliard had an 

impressive resume as a top pitcher in junior college, which drew scouts from every team to Wichita early in that season, 

including Brent Baldwin, who was a first-year scout with the Rockies, assigned to cover nine Midwestern states. 

 

“I’m not saying it was dumb luck, but I was a first year scout,” said Baldwin. “The other scouts knew him as a pitcher. I 

went in and saw a hitter. He was a big guy who could run. As the spring went on he didn’t pitch that well at all.” 
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While others were backing off Hilliard because of his struggles on the mound, Baldwin kept thinking about his ability to 

swing the bat, and he sought a second opinion from fellow Rockies scout Jesse Retzlaff, who was based out of Dallas, 

and was considered by Baldwin “to be my mentor.” 

 

Wichita State had a series at Dallas Baptist, and Retzlaff was on hand to see Hilliard unloaded a long home run off 

Chance Adams, who that spring was a fifth-round draft choice of the Yankees, and Retzlaff liked what he saw. 

 

“After that, I realize I was not crazy thinking he can play a little,” said Baldwin. “Then, at the Missouri Valley tournament, 

he hit a big home run against Illinois State. The ball went completed out of the stadium at Wichita State.” 

 

It wasn’t until the 15th round in that draft, but Baldwin got his guy, the first draft pick of his career. 

 

“You could say, he was hidden in plain sight,” said Baldwin. 

 

He is being seen now. He’s no longer the son of a former Texas football player and a former Miss Texas, who was runner-

up for Miss America. 

 

Known, he’s not a rising prospect in the minor leagues, ranked among the 10 best players in the Rockies system. 

 

Hilliard’s steady improvement in his four years with the Rockies led the Rockies to selected Hilliard as one of three 

position players they assigned to the Salt River Rafters in the Arizona Fall League this year, and Hilliard has taken 

another step up the ladder in his quest to reach the big leagues. 

 

He has appeared in 13 games with the Rafters, hitting .370, second among the 14 players on the roster with at least 35 

at-bats to fellow Rockies prospect Tyler Nevin (.404). He also is tied for third on the team with 14 RBI.  

 

“I always enjoyed hitting more than pitching, but in junior college I was more focused on pitching,” he said. “I thought it 

was going to be my future. I got better coaching offensively at Wichita State and everything clicked. I’m really glad it 

worked that way.” 
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He took such a major step forward that Hilliard admits there was some debate over whether he should sign with the 

Rockies as a 15th round draft choice or return to Wichita State for his senior season. 

 

“It was a tough decision,” he said. “The coaches wanted me to come back for another year. They thought I could prove 

myself and become a high pick as a hitter, but that comes with a lot of risk factors. You can get injured. You can have a 

down year. I thought the smartest move would be to sign and get my professional career started.” 

 

So far, so good. 

 

“I wouldn’t call myself a new offensive player, anymore, but when I started in pro ball I was relatively new at hitting and 

laying the outfield,” he said. “It’s a matter of learning, being consistent. When I try to do too much, when I’m trying to hit 

the ball 500 feet, I get in trouble. I don’t do that, for the most part, anymore.” 

 

Not that Hilliard feels like he has aced the course. 

 

“It’s a struggle every single day, for me,” he said. “In the Fall League, I think I’ve been doing a great job. I’ve made some 

adjustments. I feel like I’m making a lot more consistent contract. I feel I am truly headed in the right direction.” 

 

It’s a direction aimed at Coors Field, a path similar to the one Blackmon took. 
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Arenado Joined by Story, Marquez In NL Silver Slugger Club 
Tracy Ringolsby | InsideTheSeams.com | Nov. 9, 2018 
 

DENVER – Third baseman Nolan Arenado was awarded his fourth consecutive Silver Slugger on Thursday, while 

shortstop Trevor Story and right-handed pitcher German Marquez claimed their first Silver Sluggers, the second time the 

Rockies have had three winners. 

 

In 1996, outfielder Ellis Burks, first baseman Andres Galarraga and second baseman Eric Young each won a Silver 

Slugger. 

 

Arenado now shares the Rockies record for four Silver Slugger Awards with first baseman Todd Helton (2000-03). He is 

tied with Adrian Beltre and Matt Williams for the third most Silver Slugger awards by a third baseman, two behind Mike 

Schmidt, and three fewer than Wade Boggs. 

 

Arenado, Schmidt (1980-84) and Boggs (1986-89) are the only third basemen to win the award at least four consecutive 

years. 

 

Having won a Gold Glove earlier in the week, he is the ninth player since the Silver Slugger was awarded for the first time 

in 1980 to win a Silver Slugger and Gold Glove in at least four consecutive seasons. 

 

Schmidt (1980-84) is the only other third baseman. Other players include catcher Ivan Rodriguez (1994-99), second 

baseman Ryne Sandberg (1988-91), and outfielders Barry Bonds (1990-94), Ken Griffey, Jr., (1996-99), Kirby Puckett 

(1986-89), Dave Winfield (1982-85) and Dale Murphy (1982-85). 

 

Arenado led the NL with 38 home runs in 2019, the third time he has led or tied the NL, the first time he has won the title 

outright. He is the 12th player to lead the NL in home runs three or more years, the first since Schmidt. He also led the NL 

in multi-hit games (57), finished second in RBI (110), third in slugging percentage (.561) and extra-base hits (78), fifth with 

104 runs scored, tied for eighth with 38 doubles, and 10th with a .297 average. 
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He joined Chipper Jones as the only third basemen to have four seasons of 75 or more extra-base hit, the first to do it in 

four consecutive seasons, and joined Albert Belle as the only players in MLB history to have at least 35 home runs and 35 

doubles in four consecutive seasons. 

 

Story joined Troy Tulowitzki (2010-11) as the only Rockies shortstops to win a Silver Slugger. He led the NL with 85 extra-

base hits, was second with 37 home runs and a .567 slugging percentage, tied for fourth with 42 doubles and 108 RBI, 

sixth with 27 stolen bases, tied for seventh with 51 multi-hit games and 10th with 174 hits. 

 

Story became the first shortstop in Major League history with at least 40 doubles, 30 home runs and 25 stolen bases, the 

16th player to reach those levels, and third Rockies player, along with Larry Walker in 1997 and Burks in 1996. 

 

He joined Ernie Banks (1957-58 and 1960) and Honus Wagner (1903-04, 1907-09) as the only shortstops to lead the NL 

in extra-base hits, and joined Banks (1955, 57-60) and Rich Aurilia (2001) as the only NL shortstops (minimum 100 starts 

at short) with at least 37 home runs. His 108 RBI are the most by an NL shortstop since Banks drove in 117 in 1960. 

 

Marquez joined Mike Hampton (2001-02) as the only Rockies pitchers to win a Silver Slugger, leading Major League 

pitchers with 18 hits, a .300 batting average, and .350 slugging percentage. 
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Fuentes Is Making A Name for Himself -- And Don't Forget it 
Tracy Ringolsby | InsidetheSeams.com | Nov. 10, 2018 
 

Nolan Arenado was a second-round draft choice of the Rockies when he came out of El Toro High School in Lake Forest, 

Cal., in 2009, and after a decade in pro ball he has established himself as one of the game’s elite. 

 

He has won a Gold Glove in all six years he’s been in the big leagues. He has become an annual part of the discussion 

among MVP voters. And he long ago gave up that mid-summer break, having established himself as an All-Star regular, 

including being voted by fans to the starting lineup the last two years. 

 

“It’s impressive,” said Josh Fuentes. 

 

And rest assured Fuentes is more than aware of what Arenado does. He is, after all, Arenado’s cousin. Before long, he 

could even be Arenado’s teammate. 

 

The route to the big leagues has been far from similar, but in the last couple of years, Fuentes has started to force people 

to recognize that he is more than Arenado’s cousin. He’s also potentially an impact player in his own right.  

 

The road he has followed in his quest for a big-league opportunity has been far from similar to his cousin. But the 

destination could be the same. 

 

Arenado was the 59th player selected in the 2009 draft. When Fuentes came out of high school in 2011, there were 1,530 

players selected in the first-year player draft. Fuentes wasn’t one of them. And despite growing up in Southern California, 

it wasn’t like he was even pursued at the junior college or college level. 

 

Fuentes wound up at Missouri Baptist, an Evangelical Christian school founded in 1957 in suburban St. Louis, with an 

enrollment of roughly 5,000. And four years later, he signed with the Rockies, an undrafted free agent. Jon Luekens, the 

Rockies Southern California scout, who recommended Arenado, did the deal with Fuentes. 

 

“Certainly, a lot of people could have drafted him,” said Zach Wilson, Rockies senior director, player development. 

“Obviously, we had him in there because of Luekens’ relationship with the family. He was on our radar because we had 
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relationships (with the families). We gave him a chance, and he took advantage of every opportunity that was given to 

him.  

 

“It’s not like he was ever given the benefit of the doubt.” 

 

Fuentes didn’t need the benefit. In 2015, his second full-season in the minor leagues, he started to get attention. Returned 

to Low-A Asheville to open the season, he hit .398 in 28 games, and spent the rest of the season at High-A Modesto. He 

hit .307 at Double-A Hartford in 2017, and last year put an exclamation point on his rise on the list of prospects. 

 

Consider he finished the year voted the PCL MVP, Rookie of the Year and All-Star third baseman. His Albuquerque 

teammates also voted him the Isotopes’ best defensive player. He hit .319 with 15 home runs, 93 RBI, 12 triples, 88 runs 

scored and a .319 average. 

 

The end result?   

 

The Rockies selected him to be their prime player in the Arizona Fall League. He struggled initially, getting five hits in his 

first 25 at-bats, but had 15 hits in the next 42 at-bats and went into Wednesday night’s game hitting .299 in the AFL. 

 

His self-confidence, even while others doubted, is paying off. 

 

“I always knew I could play,” said Fuentes. “I didn’t show it my first three years, but I knew I could. There was a point in 

High-A (at the end of his third season in pro ball) when I went off. I won player of the week two weeks in a row. It made 

me believe in myself.” 

 

Fuentes began to make a name for himself, even if Arenado still casts a shadow over Fuentes’ career, which Fuentes 

accepts without hesitation. 

 

“Obviously the Nolan thing is hard to ignore and everyone asks me about it,” said Fuentes. “It’s part of being his cousin 

and him being so awesome.” 
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It is something that bothers Arenado more than it does Fuentes. Arenado wants Fuentes to have a chance to be Josh 

Fuentes, not somebody’s relative. Arenado wants Fuentes to get attention for what he does on the field, not who he is 

related, too. 

 

It’s why Arenado is reluctant to be overly public about Fuentes, but away from the limelight, they are close. 

 

“(The media) is going to bring me up, but that’s not fair to Josh,” Arenado said. “He has to be himself. “ 

 

Lately, Fuentes has been himself, for sure. And he’s been impressive. 

 

“It’s been awesome,” said Fuentes. “It’s been awesome to show people that I’m not just Nolan’s cousin. I have a name. I 

have a first and last name.” 

 

And he now has an approach all his own, something he admits wasn’t always the case. 

 

“When I was in (short-season) Tri-City, I tried to hit like Nolan, do everything like him,” he said. “I got to Modesto and I was 

like, `I can’t go on trying to be someone I’m not. I have to be myself.’ 

 

“We’re very similar, but we also are very different. He’s very serious about everything he does, which is what makes him 

the way he is. I can’t do that. If I’m always locked in, always serious, I’d lose my mind, and that’s what I tried to do at first. 

It drove me crazy.” 

 

And then, Fuentes allowed himself to emerge. 

 

“I’m in Modesto, and I was kind of a joker, messing around,” said Fuentes. “That’s what helps me concentrate. I need to 

embrace that. The past couple of years I have, and I’ve had some success.” 

 

He is quick to bring up Tim Doherty, his hitting coach the last two years, for allowing that to happen. 
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“One day, I remember, I’m in the cage and I had my earphones on,” said Fuentes. “I was dancing, all that stuff. One of the 

coaches was there and said, `Hey man, you going to tell Fuentes to take off his stuff and lock in?’ and (Doherty) said, 

`That’s how he locks in.’ 

 

“Him, letting me be myself gave the confidence. He gave me the reigns to do what I needed to do to get ready.” 

 

And there are some who think the Rockies need Fuentes to be ready within the next year. They talk about the possibility it 

could be Fuentes, who becomes his cousin’s heir at third base in Colorado if Arenado does become a free agent next fall. 

 

“One hundred percent it’s a new pressure,” said Fuentes. “I’m like, `Do I want him to stay? Do I want him to leave?’ If I 

can play in the big leagues for the Rockies, that would be amazing, even more amazing if Nolan is there. “ 

 

Amazing, for sure. 

 

But not improbable.  

 

Fuentes has made sure of that with the way he has emerged in the last couple of years in the minors. 
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Colorado Rockies: Why J.T. Realmuto needs to be on the roster 
Tyson Crocker | RoxPile.com | Nov. 9, 2018 
 

Rumors around Miami Marlins catcher J.T. Realmuto have been swirling for more than a year now. He was supposedly on 

the block last offseason for a bit when Derek Jeter and the Marlins were conducting their fire sale, and he seemed to be 

on the block for the entirety of the 2018 season. Right when the season ended, he was one of the first names to come up 

again. 

It’s not too often that an All-Star level catcher becomes available, let alone one who is right smack in the middle of his 

prime, but Realmuto is, and he needs to be the Colorado Rockies starting catcher in 2019 and beyond. 

 

If you’ve paid any attention to articles that I’ve written, you know that I and countless other Rockies fans were none too 

pleased with the play of Colorado’s catching corps during the 2018 season. I found it very frustrating that with solid 

options available via trade that there was nothing done to improve it during the season. Well, here is the Rockies’ chance 

to not only improve the catcher’s spot, but improve the entire team as a whole to the point where they are a serious World 

Series contender. 

 

If you don’t already know, Realmuto is a star. Realmuto and Salvador Perez of the Royals are probably the top two overall 

catchers in all of baseball and Realmuto is developing into one of the better all around players in the game. 

 

The 27-year-old played in 125 games in 2018. Among qualified catchers, he finished first in batting average (.277), 

second in on-base percentage (.340), first in runs scored (74), third in home runs (21), and second in RBI (74). He was 

first in WAR among all catchers at 4.8, and was 25th in all of baseball. And, on top of it all, he’s a very good fielder, 

finishing the season with a .992 fielding percentage, and also threw out 38% of would-be base stealers. To put that in 

perspective, Chris Iannetta threw out 14% of the would-be base stealers in 2018. 

 

And one thing you have to remember in all of this is that Realmuto played for a Marlins team that was in the middle of a 

full-blown tank. If you put him on a team that is expected to contend from start to finish, and he’d be able to hit at Coors 

Field, you could be looking at a player capable of things we haven’t seen from a catcher since late-2000s Joe Mauer. 

 

The mother of a Thousand Oaks shooting victim spoke out: "I hope to God no one sends me any more prayers" 
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Less than two weeks after a gunman opened fire in a Pittsburgh synagogue, America is reeling from yet another mass 

shooting. And in the aftermath of this tragedy, the mother of one of the victims has spoken out, demanding gun control. 

 

The one thing that would make Rockies fans cringe even a little bit would be what the Rockies would have to give up. 

Now, I’m going to preface this by saying that they could trade anyone except Brendan Rodgers and we should be happy 

… but it could still hurt. 

 

If the Rockies were to trade for him, they would have two guaranteed years of control, and that will drive the price up even 

more. If you look back at the Marcell Ozuna trade that the Marlins made last offseason in which they traded a guy coming 

off a career-best season, in the middle of his prime, with two years of control, it could end up being very similar, in terms 

of what goes back to Miami, no matter who trades for Realmuto. 

 

In the Ozuna trade, St. Louis ended up trading two top prospects back to Miami, both of whom had Major League 

experience, and two others who were solid Double- and Triple-A prospects, who ended up having good years in 2018 in 

Miami’s system. I believe that Miami will value Realmuto higher than they valued Ozuna, so it may take a bit more to get 

him. 

 

Jim Bowden of The Athletic suggested that it would take Peter Lambert and Garrett Hampson. It would be extremely 

tough for me to part with Lambert, but for a player like Realmuto, you do it. Hampson would be someone that I’d include in 

any deal … not because he’s not a good player, because he is, but because he’s someone you can afford to part with and 

not really feel it in the long run. 

 

If I’m putting a trade together, I’m thinking the likes of Riley Pint, who hasn’t quite lived up to the fourth overall pick status, 

but is still extremely young with a lot of upside and a fastball that can touch 100 MPH. From there, I’d still trade Hampson 

and then throw in a Tony Wolters or Tom Murphy type to sweeten it, and maybe a lower level prospect. 

 

It’s all speculation at this point, but it seems that Rockies have a shot at getting Realmuto, and getting a player like him 

could catapult the team to a height that the franchise has never experienced. 
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Colorado Rockies “intent” on signing Nolan Arenado to long-term deal 
Kevin Henry | PurpleRow.com | Nov. 8, 2018 
 

As expected, the Colorado Rockies are reportedly doing what they can now to show All-Star third baseman Nolan 

Arenado that they want him to be a part of the franchise for years to come. 

 

In this article, Jon Morosi of MLB.com says the Colorado Rockies are “intent” on trying to sign Arenado to a long-term deal 

rather than trade him. With Arenado expected to sign an MLB-record arbitration deal for the upcoming season and then 

become an unrestricted free agent after the 2019 campaign, the clock is certainly ticking for the Rockies to get things 

done before contract talks become a distraction. 

 

However, in this article, Jon Heyman of FancredSports.com reminds Rockies fans that it is “rare” for teams and players of 

Arenado’s caliber to get a contract completed with a year still to go. With that in mind, can Rockies fans expect for the 

drama to last into the 2019 season? Unfortunately, it seems likely. 

 

On a recent conference call with Rockies media members (including Rox Pile), Colorado general manager gave an 

update on contract talks with Arenado, describing the conversations as “honest.” You can read all of Bridich’s quotes 

about the situation by clicking here. 

 

Arenado added once again to his hardware collection earlier this week by winning his sixth consecutive Gold Glove and 

fourth straight Silver Slugger Awards. Arenado’s four Silver Sluggers tie him with Todd Helton for the most in franchise 

history. 

 

He is also just the ninth player since 1980 to win both the Gold Glove and Silver Slugger in four consecutive campaigns. 

 

Last season, Arenado paced the National League with 38 homers, marking the first time in his already storied career that 

he won the league home run title. It was also his fourth consecutive season with at least 75 extra-base hits, joining 

Chipper Jones as the only third basemen to accomplish that feat. 
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Colorado Rockies: Ian Desmond might not play first base in 2019 
Luke Mullins | RoxPile.com | Nov. 8, 2018 
 

The Colorado Rockies have a lot of decisions to make this offseason. In a recent conference call with reporters, General 

Manager Jeff Bridich hinted at some of those decisions. 

 

Among other comments, Bridich left room for the possibility that someone other than current first baseman Ian Desmond 

could man the position. This kind of move could have multiple motivators. Obviously, the Colorado Rockies would like to 

get a lot more production from first base than Desmond’s 83 OPS+ in 2018, but they also know that, at times, Desmond 

has shown he can be a contributor if he stays consistent. 

 

Another factor in a potential position change is Desmond’s versatility. The Rockies could easily slide him into, say, left 

field, and make room for a bigger impact bat at first base. But a decision is far from made and Bridich seems to be 

keeping his options open. 

 

“We’re not sure right now, I mean that’s one of the nice things about, ya know, what Desi kinda brings to a team,” Bridich 

said. 

 

Bridich told reporters he’d talk to Desmond about it this offseason. The Rockies’ GM said he appreciates the ability having 

a player like Desmond gives him to to try to address this kind of situation while trying to build a roster. 

 

“It’s nice to have that ability to be flexible because, especially now, a lot of teams have an open mind and try to be 

creative on how to best put together a team,” Bridich said. 

 

That flexibility could open the Rockies up to markets most people would have excluded them from and could benefit them 

on offense and defense. While a position change is far from certain, Bridich definitely recognized that it could happen. 

 

“I’d say its at least in the realm of possibility that Desi would play somewhere else other than first base,” Bridich said. 
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Of course, if Desmond does move to the outfield, that raises the question of who the Rockies would put at first base. The 

most obvious choice is Ryan McMahon, who came up with some big hits last year when given brief a shot at regular 

playing time. 

 

Arizona Diamondbacks first baseman Paul Goldschmidt‘s future with his current team is uncertain but it would take a lot 

for the Rockies to land him and they typically don’t make moves that big. Another option would be Daniel Murphy, whose 

played most of his career at second base but does have 214 career games as a first baseman. Murphy had a dip in 

production last season but was great in 2016 and 2017. 

 

The only reason I even mention Murphy is because the first base market is so thin. The top free agent at the position is 

probably Steve Pearce and, despite his World Series heroics, he’s no superstar. And it looks like the White Sox are going 

to ask more for Jose Abreu than he’s worth. 

 

Marwin Gonzalez‘s name has been floated around as an option for the Rockies, but he’d be a gamble. Gonzalez had one 

great season among a lot of mediocre seasons  but he’s versatile, brings playoff experience, and has some power. Sound 

like anyone you know? I’m afraid Gonzalez would be Ian Desmond 2.0. 

 

All eyes will be on the Rockies now to see what Bridich decides to do.  All we know at this moment is Desmond might not 

play first base in 2019, and that could open up several roster possibilities. 

 


